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ABSTRACT 
A subset S of V of a nontrivial graph G is called a dominating set of G if every vertex in V − S is adjacent to 

at least one vertex in S. The domination number (G) is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set.  

The concept of restrained domination was introduced by Telle and Proskurowski [3]. A dominating set 

is said to be restrained dominating set if every vertex in V – S is adjacent to at least one vertex in S as 

well as another vertex in V - S.  Paulraj Joseph J et.al introduced the concept of triple connected graphs 

[6]. Any three vertices lies on a path are triple connected graphs. Triple connected domination number 

was introduced by G.Mahadevan. et. al.[4]  A subset S of V of a nontrivial connected graph G is said to be 

triple connected dominating set, if S is a dominating set and the induced sub graph <S> is triple 

connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all triple connected dominating sets is called the triple 

connected domination number of G and is denoted by tc(G). G.Mahadevan. et. al introduced the concept 

Restrained triple connected domination number of a graph [5].   A subset S of V of a graph G is said to be 

a restrained triple connected dominating set (RTCD)  if S is a restrained dominating set and the induced 

sub graph <S> is triple connected. The minimum cardinality of a restrained triple connected dominating 

set is called the restrained triple connected domination number of G and is denoted by  In this 

paper we obtained the RTCD number for cardinal product of path , Cartesian product of 

path , Strong product of path  and equivalent product of path . 

 

KEYWORDS: Dominating set, restrained triple connected dominating set, cardinal, Cartesian, strong and equivalent product 

of cycle. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

By a graph G(V, E)we mean a finite, simple, connected and undirected graph. The order and size of G are 
denoted by p  and  q   respectively. For graph theoretic terminology we refer Harary[1] and Haynes et al [2].

 
On the cardinal product  of two graphs G and H,  ) if and only if  

. The Cartesian product of paths  and  with disjoint set of vertices  
and  and Edge sets  and is the graph with vertex set  and edge set  such that any two 
vertices  and  are adjacent in  if and only if either (i)  and  is adjacent to  in H. 
(ii)  and  is adjacent to  in G, where  denotes the Cartesian product of graphs G and H. On the 
strong product  of two graphs G and H, ) if and only if  (i) 
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 or (ii)   and  or (iii)  and 
. On the equivalent product  of two graphs G and H, ) if and 

only if  (i)  or (ii)   and  or (iii)  and 
 (iv) . A dominating set is said to be restrained 

dominating set if every vertex in V – S is adjacent to at least one vertex in S as well as another vertex in V - S.  
A subset S of V of a nontrivial connected graph G is said to be triple connected dominating set, if S is a 
dominating set and the induced sub graph <S> is triple connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all triple 
connected dominating sets is called the triple connected domination number of G and is denoted by tc(G). A 
subset S of V of a graph G is said to be a restrained triple connected dominating set (RTCD)  if S is a restrained 
dominating set and the induced sub graph <S> is triple connected. The minimum cardinality of a restrained 
triple connected dominating set is called the restrained triple connected domination number of G and is denoted 
by  Now we investigate the restrained triple connected domination number of various products of graph. 

 
II. Restrained Triple Connected Domination Number in product of Cycle graphs: 
2.1. Theorem: 

The RTCD number cardinal product of cycle is,  

rtc(Cm  Cp) =    

2.1.1. Proof: 
Let C3 having vertex  set (v1,v2,v3) and Cp having vertex set (u1,u2,....up) and     V(C3  Cp) = 

(v1u1,v1u2,......,v1up, v2u1,v2u2,......,v2up , v3u1,v3u2,......,v3up) whereas (v2u2,v2u3,.....,v2up-2, v2up-1)  (v1u2)  (v1up-

1) dominates all the vertices of C3 Cp. Hence, rtc(C3  Cp)  = p – 2 +2 = p. Let C5 having vertex  set 
(v1,v2,v3v4,v5) and Cp having vertex set (u1,u2,....up) and  V(C5 Cp) = (v1u1,v1u2,......,v1up, v2u1,v2u2,......,v2up , 
v3u1,v3u2,......,v3up, v4u1,v4u2,......,v4up, v5u1,v5u2,......,v5up) whereas (v2u2,v2u3,......,v2up-2,  v2up-1, 
v4u2,v4u3,......,v4up-1 )  (v1u2)  (v1up-1)  (v3u2)  (v3up-1) dominates all the vertices of C5  Cp. Hence, rtc(C5  
Cp) = 2 times of (p – 2) +4 = 2p. Generally, 

 if m is odd rtc(Cm  Cp)  =  times of (p – 2) + 2 =   .  

Let C4 having vertex  set (v1,v2,v3,v4) and Cp having vertex set (u1,u2,....up) and  V(C4  Cp) = 
(v1u1,v1u2,......,v1up, v2u1,v2u2,......,v2up , v3u1,v3u2,......,v3up, v4u1,v4u2,......,v4up) whereas (v2u2,v2u3,.....,v2up-2, v2up-

1, v3u2,v3u3,.....,v3up-2, v3up-1)  (v1u2)  (v1up-1) dominates all the vertices of C4 Cp. Hence, rtc(C4  Cp)  = (p – 
2) + (p – 2) +2 = 2p – 2.  Let C6 having vertex  set (v1,v2,v3v4,v5,v6) and Cp having vertex set (u1,u2,....up) and  
V(C6 Cp) = (v1u1,v1u2,......,v1up, v2u1,v2u2,......,v2up , v3u1,v3u2,......,v3up, v4u1,v4u2,......,v4up, v5u1,v5u2,......,v5up, 
v6u1,v6u2,......,v6up) whereas (v2u2,v2u3,......,v2up-2, v2up-1, v5u2,v5u3,......,v5up-1  )  (v3u2)  (v3up-1)  (v4u1)  
(v4up)  dominates all the vertices of C6  Cp. Hence, rtc(C6  Cp) = 2 times of (p – 2) + 4  = 2p. Generally, 

 if m is even,  rtc(Cm  Cp)  =  times of (p – 2) + 2 =   .  

 
2.2. Theorem: 

The RTCD number of Cartesian product of a grid graph □  for  is, 

□  

2.2.1. Proof : 
Case 1:  

If .  can be formed by V-merging of □ ……………□ . Each 

dominates its two neighboring rows. For satisfying the triple connected domination, in between vertices 

from the first to last column will also be in RTCD set. 
   

 
 

=  
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                                                              =  

If p < m and 1 ≤ p < 6 then  ≤  

If p ≥ m then . 

Hence for m = 3k,  

Case 2:  
If  means one row added to the grid graph. Thus the RTCD set is,  

 

                                                             

                                                               

                                                              =  

                                                              =  

  If p ≤ 5 then . 

 And if p > 5,  

Hence   

Case 3: 
If means two rows added to the grid graph. Thus, 

                                    =  

                                                             

                                                               

                                                              =  

                                                              =  

If p ≤ 4, then . 

 And if p > 4, . 

Hence   

Hence Proved                                                                                           
 
2.3. Corollary: 

The RTCD number Cartesian product of a grid graph □  for  is, 

□  

2.4. Theorem: 
The RTCD number of strong product of path is rtc(Cm  Cp) = p. 

 
2.4.1. Proof: 

Consider the graph Cm of vertex set (v1,v2,v3,.....,vm) and Cp of vertex set (vm+1,vm+2,....., vp).  Then V(Cm  
Cp) = {v1vm+1,v1vm+2,.........v1vp, v2vm+1,v2vm+2,.........v2vp, v3vm+1,v3vm+2,.........v3vp, 
........vmvm+1,vmvm+2,.........vmvp}. By the definition of strong triple connected domination set, v1vm+1 dominates 
{v 2vm+2, v1vm+2,v2vm+1, v3vm+3, v3vm+4,....,v3vp-1 , ....., vm-1vp-1} and except the vertices {v1vm+3, v1vm+4,......, v1vp}, 
{v 2vm+3, v2vm+4,......, v2vp-1}, .......{vmvm+3, v1vm+4,......, vmvp-1}. 

v1vm+2 dominates {v1vm+1, v2vm+1,v2vm+3, v1vm+3} U {v 3vm+4, v3vm+5,.....,  
v3vn-1,....v3vp-1,v4vm+4,...., v4vn-1,......, v5vp-1,......, vm-1vp-1} and except the vertices {v1vm+3, v1vm+4,......, v1vp-1}, 

{v 2vm+3, v2vm+5,......, v2vp-1} U {v m-1vm+3, vm-1vm+5,......, vm-1vp-1}. 
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v1vm+3 dominates {v1vm+2, v2vm+2,v2vm+3, v2vm+4, v1vm+4, v3vm+1,v3vm+5, .....v3vp-1, v4vm+1, v4vm+5,.......,v4vp-

1,........., vm-1vp-1} and except the vertices {v2vm+2, v2vm+3, vmvm+2, vmvm+4}. Generally, v1vp dominates {v1vp-1, 
v2vp-1,v2vn, v3v1,v3v2,.....v3vp-3}   {v4v1, v4v2,......, v4vp-3} {v m-1v1,....vm-1vp-3} and except the vertices {v2vm+1, 
v2vp-1, vmvm+1, vmvp-1}  

Hence, {v1vm+1, v1vm+2,v1vm+3,.....v1vp}dominates all the np vertices. 
Thus, rtc(Cm  Cp) ≤ p. 
If {v 1vm+1, v2vm+2,v3vm+3,.....vmvp} as RTCD set then {vm-1vp, vm-2vp ,vm-3 vp,.....v1vp}  { vmvp-1, vmvp-2 ,vm vm-

3,.....vmvm+1}. Thus  rtc(Cm   Cp) ≥ p. Hence rtc(Cm   Cp) = p. 
 
2.5. Observation: 

The RTCD number of equivalent product of cycle is rtc(Cm .Cp) = p. 
 

Conclusion: 
In this paper we obtained the restrained triple connected domination number of product of cycle such as 

cardinal, Cartesian, strong and equivalent products.  
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